
To infinity and beyond...!
   So said Buzz Lightyear who, 
by the way, was not the 
second man to walk on the 
moon! If recent events are 
typical of what we have to 
look forward to this year 2020 
is going to be a bumpy ride.                     
   However, in a more positive 
light the FLTA has a new 
training partner who has taken 
over from John Barclay. You 
will find an introduction to Jo 
Worrall on Page 3.
  You will be glad to hear that 
we are not letting John off too 
lightly as he will continue to 
allow us to benefit from his 
knowledge and experience 
both through the FLTA and the 
Fife Licensing Forum.

In other news the 
Westminster Government has 
announced that coal and 
“wet” logs are going to be 
phased out by next year. 
Property owners with 
traditional fires or stoves will 
be required to use smokeless 
fuels or fully seasoned and 
dried logs. This is in an effort 
to reduce pollution from 
traditional means of heating. 
The Scottish, Welsh and 
Northern Irish governments 
are considering following suit 
so it is likely that pubs and 
hotels that benefit from the 
attraction of having a fire will 
need to get greener.
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 A Point Of View
   A book review was featured by The Morning Advertiser 
in December called The Bar Owners' Handbook by 
freelance beer and brewing journalist Ted Bruning, 
published by Posthouse Publishing. It was backed up by a 
piece by Bruning published in June last year on what is 
behind pub closures, and the book itself, whilst primarily 
being a "how to" guide aimed mainly at new entrants, 
goes back to basics but - this is where it gets interesting - 
re-assessed basics in the light of changing markets, 
demographics, habits, fiscal and financial conditions and 
the like. If I was still running The Bear there are a number 
of ideas I would undoubtedly adopt, ideas that otherwise 
would not have occurred to me - the old wood and trees 
issue. 
   Thinking about it now we will probably look back on 
this period and the next few years as a period of 
transition for the pub away from the traditional drinking 
venue used mainly by men  towards more of a 
"community amenity" that is used by different parts of 
the community at different parts of the day. Recent 
trends and patterns of consumption indicate a growing 
demand for coffee, quality soft drinks and no/lo alcohol 
alternatives to traditional pub drinks. Where the book 
works particularly well  is with individual case studies 
supporting the theme of each chapter. The author cites a 
couple of venues that have moved in this direction with 
some success. But the biggest change in direction is the 
micro-pub, more of which below.
   David Cunningham, the programme director for 
Britain's Beer Alliance blames tax pressures, principally 
beer duty and planned rises in its level. However this has 
been proved to be inaccurate. Analysis by the Institute 
For Fiscal Studies shows that beer duty is lower than it 
was 20 years ago when adjusted for inflation. Using this 
analysis and similar analysis on the business rates burden 
(which according to Bruning has also only risen in line 
with inflation - but that is another argument) Bruning 
identifies one of the key reasons for so many pub 
closures over the last 20 years as being the failure by 

many licensees to adapt sufficiently to a rapidly changing 
market. The other key reason he considers to be pubco 
rents and restrictions. He considers the Grand Met lease 
standard fare of upward-only rent reviews, put-and-keep 
obligations, minimum purchase, full wholesale prices and 
supposed asset value has played a big part in many pub 
closures, particularly following the financial crash. The 
resulting financial burdens which ended up on the 
shoulders of already hard-pressed licensees meant that 
their ability to raise finance to invest to adapt was 
severely constrained.
   Whilst researching his book Bruning came across the 
owner of The Butchers Arms in a former florists in 
Herne Bay, Kent. This is a new concept - a micro-pub - a 
normal pub stripped of anything unproductive. For 
example there is no kitchen, no dining room, no beer 
garden, no car park, no staff, no business rates, no gas and 
not much electricity, no TV, no jukebox, just a bar and a 
W/C and beer at open market prices. The regulars are 
keen on good beer and the owner has enough of them 
to keep going and keep going fairly well at that. As 
Bruning's research continued he came across others who 
had done something similar, who had looked for low-rent 
shops to convert and had converted them as cheaply as 
possible - in one case for £8,000 including stock, all paid 
for with a credit card. By cutting overheads to the bone 
these operators are achieving gross margins of over 60% 
to make a good living on a low turnover. Interesting stuff 
although obviously not a solution for everybody, even if 
Bruning has concluded that this is the future for the pub. 
The campaign to reduce beer duty is - in his view - the 
pubcos’ attempt to get the taxpayer to subsidise their 
failing business model.
 
The Bar Owners’ Handbook is published by Posthouse 
Publishing at £12.95
www.shop.posthousepublishing.com

 

Lindores Abbey Cocktail of the Month
Aqua Vitae Pineapple Punch
     Ingredients: 
	
 50mls Lindores Abbey Aqua Vitae
     50mls Fresh pineapple juice
     35mls Ruby Port
     3 dashes of Rhubarb Bitters
	
 100ml of lemon tonic
     Combine ingredients in a punch bowl and serve over ice with a rhubarb     
     peel garnish. 	
    



   Last year John Barclay finally decided it was time to 
hang up his mortar board after having trained a very large 
proportion of Fifeʼs Personal Licence Holders. The 
business of Fife Licensing Training was passed on to an 
Edinburgh-based business called Twist Training.  John 
was keen to see the business he and Jamie Faulds had 
built up over the years pass into safe hands and as we 
shall see it is no exaggeration to say that he could not 
have found anyone better qualified and suited than Twist 
Training.
   Twist Training was established in Edinburgh by Joanne 
Worrall in 2009.  She has been involved in the Scottish 
Licensed Trade one way or another for over 30 years. 
After leaving Edinburgh University she joined Belhaven 
and ran outlets such as the Worlds End in Edinburgh and 
Molly Malones in Glasgow as well as stints at The 
Hampton Hotel amongst others.
  Having obtained the CIPD Certificate in Training Practice 
Joanne then joined Servewise in time for the 2005 Act to 
pass into law where she developed the training 
programme for the licensed trade that we have all come to 
know and love. Whilst there she was seconded to the 
Scottish Executive with a remit to set up the Local 
Licensing Forums that were a feature of the 2005 Act. She 
was Scotlandʼs first National Licensing Officer and was 
heavily involved in getting the PLH and LSO sylabuses 
established and up and running. During this time she had 
a stint with the Glasgow Licensed Trade Association with 
the likes of Lynn Adams, Michael McHugh and Billy Gold. 
She served a period as the GLTA Chair.
   Eventually she felt the need to get back to the front line 
and joined Dark Star designing and delivering training 
programmes whilst also working with a number of other 
companies on licence applications and training packages.
   Circumstances then led her to establish TWIST 
(“Training Which Inspires, Supports and Transforms”) in 
2009, providing training in a range of disciplines but with a 
focus on licensing training.
  Today, Jo prides herself on making her training relaxed 
yet informative and ensures that all go away with the 
knowledge they need.
 Her main passion is Personal Licence Holder training but 
she can help with many aspects of licensing and also 
delivers first aid and other mandatory courses.

Licensing Law & Food Hygiene
- Personal Licence training
- Mandatory Staff training
- Staff Licensing Law Trainers Package
- Food Hygiene Training
- REHIS Elementary Food Hygiene training
- HACCP training 

First Aid Training
- Emergency First Aid
- Baby & Child First Aid
- 3 Day Emergency First Aid
- Anaphylaxis Awareness

After the dust had settled on Twistʼs acquisition of Fife 
Licensing Training Joanne joined the Fife Licensed Trade 
Association and Twist is now the FLTAʼs chosen training 
partner.

Jo can be contacted at jo@twist-training.com
and on 07811 214038
 
The web address is  www.twist-training.com

email: info@twist-training.com
0131 564 0019

Twist Training

mailto:jo@twist-training.com
mailto:jo@twist-training.com
http://www.twist-training.com
http://www.twist-training.com
mailto:ifo@twist-training.com
mailto:ifo@twist-training.com


Westminster Govt’s Immigration Proposals
   Earlier this month the Westminster Government 
announced its new points-based immigration plan which, it 
is fair to say, serves political dogma rather more than the 
practical needs of UK businesses, particularly those more 
removed from the Westminster bubble.
   Under the new rules which come into force on 1st 
January 2021 the minimum salary threshold has been 
reduced from the initial £30k proposal to £25,600. This 
threshold will in some circumstances be lowered to 
£20,480 by making up the points shortfall for example if a 
job offer has been made in a “shortage occupation”.The 
points system will require potential immigrants to secure a 
total of 70 points comprising 
- 20 points for that minimum salary hurdle, 
- 20 points for a firm job offer, 
- 20 points for that job being a skilled one, and 
- 10 points for being able to speak English. 
Furthermore successful applicants will need to have been 
educated to A Level standard.
   In this way the Johnson Government is seeking to force 
UK employers to employ more Brits, train more Brits and 
pay them much more in order to achieve a “high-wage, 
high-skill, high-productivity economy”.
   In a prime example of how divorced from reality this plan 
is the Home Secretary Priti Patel stated that there are 8.5 
million Brits between the ages of 16 and 64 who are 
“economically inactive” and that UK businesses should be 
looking to train them in order to satisfy their employment 
needs from this pool. 
   However, these figures do not bear close scrutiny. Whilst 
the Office for National Statistics provided the figures 
showing that 8.48 million 16 - 64 years olds are indeed 
economically inactive a breakdown of that total shows that 
27% are students; 
26% are registered as long term sick and/or disabled; 
22% are carers or looking after homes (housewives and 
mothers); 
13% who took retirement before the age of 65; and 
11% classified as other which covers those who have not 
yet started looking for work, those waiting for job offers 
and those who do not need to work.
  According to the ONS, this leaves 1.87 million who 
potentially could be employed although there will be a 
variety of reasons why they are not currently looking for 
work.
   Several industry bodies are arguing that these new rules 
do not and will not meet their specific needs. The 
Governmentʼs reaction is that such businesses should be 
investing in technology instead!
   Seriously affected sectors include Construction; 
Hospitality and Catering; Agriculture and Horticulture; 
Health Care; Social Care; Food Processing; 
Manufacturing. Many of these sectors recruit staff who are 
officially deemed to be semi-skilled or non skilled but in 
fact many of these jobs involve specific skills that cannot 

be replicated by technology, notable examples being care 
home staff and fruit pickers.
   Several of these sectors are already having difficulties 
recruiting the staff they need - the NHS has 11.8% of its 
nursing posts and 9.3% of doctor posts unfilled. The new 
rules as they stand at present will do nothing to relieve this  
situation as the salary threshold disqualifies nurses and 
junior doctors.
   It is the same with the Care Home sector with unfilled 
positions exceeding 120,000 nationally.
   One of the factors that the Westminster Government has 
failed to address is that this is not a one-size-fits-all 
situation. It has been know for many years that Scotland 
needs inward migration of people of woking age. Also it 
has long been recognised that many “low-skilled” jobs just 
do not appeal to Brits.
   In its policy document the Governmentʼs response to 
these concerns is that “...it is important that employers 
move away from a reliance on the UKʼs immigration 
system as an alternative to investment in staff retention, 
productivity and wider investment in technology and 
automation.” Which demonstrates a worrying level of 
ignorance of the realities facing businesses, particularly in 
Scotland. After all, you cannot automate hospitality.
   In partial recognition of the needs of the horticulture 
sector an allowance for a limited number of seasonal 
workers is being made but reportedly nowhere near the 
level of actual need. 
   The guidance on the www.gov.uk website advises 
employers planning to sponsor skilled migrants that they 
need to have been approved as a sponsor beforehand. It 
also highlights that any EU, EEA or Swiss citizens living in 
the UK before 31 December 2020 can apply to the EU 
Settlement Scheme to continue living in the UK after 30 
June, 2021.
    Besides the failure to address the needs of a number of 
sectors concern has also been expressed at the limited 
amount of time employers have to adjust to the new 
regime. It is almost inevitable that there will be business 
closures. Initiatives are being considered to ease the 
situation for the NHS and the Agricultural sector but 
nothing is being planned for the Hospitality sector.
    Some hotels have already been experiencing staff 
shortages whilst chefs are becoming increasingly sought  
after. The hostile environment that Brexit has created is 
being re-enforced by these rules and there is evidence that 
people who would qualify for positions in the UK under the 
new rules are opting to work elsewhere in what are 
perceived as much more welcoming environments.   
Clearly it is too early to be sure but the Westminster 
Governmentʼs aim of attracting the brightest and the best 
may founder for this very reason.
   It would seem that the best Hospitality businesses can 
do in the time available is to do their utmost to retain the 
staff they do have. It is clear that the job market is going to 
get pretty cut-throat here on in.

http://www.gov.uk
http://www.gov.uk


Next Licensing Board meeting:! ! !     23 March, 2020! ! ! 27 April, 2020
  Last date for Boardʼs Receipt/Copying/Registration          4 February, 2020" "          10 March, 2020
  Letters to Applicants/Neighbours                                     11 February, 2020" "          17 March, 2020
  Advertisement                                                                  18 February, 2020" "          24 March, 2020
  Pre-Meeting                                                                         10 March, 2020" " " 14 April, 2020
  Last date for objections and representations                       10 March, 2020" " " 14 April, 2020
  Issue Agenda                                                                       13 March, 2020" " " 17 April, 2020

Please note the change of venue for Fife Licensing Board Meetings from 
2020: Council Chambers, Fife House, North Street, Glenrothes. KY7 5LT

Licensing Board

Thorntons LLP are our legal 
advisors of choice and are available to 
consult on a range of matters besides 
licensing, including employment, 
immigration, wills and powers of 
attorney. They offer special scale rates 
for FLTA members. A separate leaflet 
has been produced by Thorntons 
covering the full range of benefits they 
are offering to members.

Condies provide a helpline for tax 
and accounting matters. Condies are 
based in Dunfermline and Edinburgh 
and provide a wide range of proactive 
business advice in addition to 
traditional accountancy services. They 
are long standing friends of Fife LTA.

Lindores Abbey Distillery is the 
latest addition to Scotland’s distilling 
estate and is built on the site of the 
historic Lindores Abbey, which also 
happens to be the location for the 
first written record of whisky 
production.

            Our Sponsors                                       A Man Walked into a pub...

   A guy had been in the pub with his pals for most of the evening 
for the fourth time in a week.  His wife was fed up with this and 
decided to leave a note on the kitchen table, saying, "I've had 
enough and have left you...don't bother coming after me".
Then she went upstairs and hid under the bed to see his reaction.

After a short while the husband came home and she could hear 
him in the kitchen before he came into the bedroom. 

After a few minutes he wrote something on the back of the note 
before picking up the phone and calling someone... "She's finally 
gone...yeah I know, about bloody time. I'm coming to see you, put 
on that sexy French nightie. I love you...can't wait to see you...we'll 

do all the naughty things you like."

He hung up, grabbed his keys and left.

She heard the front door close and the car drive off as she came 
out from under the bed. Seething with rage and with tears in her 
eyes she grabbed the note to see what he had written...

"I can see your feet. We're out of milk. Be back in five minutes."



Business Gateway Courses 
February 2020 onwards   

Newly Self Employed - Basics 24.2.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Saltire House, G’rothesSaltire House, G’rothes
Advanced Social Media Marketing 25.2.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Izatt Ave, DunfermlineIzatt Ave, Dunfermline
Running your own business intro 26.2.2020 14.00 - 15.00 Business Gateway Holiday Inn DunfermlineHoliday Inn Dunfermline
Bookkeeping 02.3.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Saltire House, G’rothesSaltire House, G’rothes

Bus.Planning/Finance/Marketng 02.3.2020 18.00 - 21.00 Business Gateway Saltire House, G’rothesSaltire House, G’rothes
Results from your website 03.3.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Izatt Ave, DunfermlineIzatt Ave, Dunfermline
Running your own business intro 03.3.2020 14.00 - 15.00 Business Gateway Saltire House, G’rothesSaltire House, G’rothes

Wordpress intermediate 05.3.2020 14.00 - 15.00 Business Gateway Saltire House, G’rothesSaltire House, G’rothes
Marketing your business 09.3.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Saltire House, G’rothesSaltire House, G’rothes
Search engine optimisation 10.3.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Falkland Gate G’rothesFalkland Gate G’rothes
Advertising & Promotion 16.3.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Saltire House, G’rothesSaltire House, G’rothes
Improve your Search engine rankings 17.3.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Izatt Ave, DunfermlineIzatt Ave, Dunfermline
Newly self employed - Basics 18.3.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Izatt Ave, DunfermlineIzatt Ave, Dunfermline
Mastering selling skills 23.3.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Saltire House, G’rothesSaltire House, G’rothes
Bus. Expenses & Capital Allows 24.3.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Saltire House, G’rothesSaltire House, G’rothes
Running your own business intro 24.3.2020 18.00 - 19.00 Business Gateway Holiday Inn DunfermlineHoliday Inn Dunfermline
Digital Marketing Strategy 25.3.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Falkland Gate G’rothesFalkland Gate G’rothes
More and Better ideas masterclass 26.3.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Falkland Gate G’rothesFalkland Gate G’rothes
Bookkeeping 06.4.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Izatt Ave, DunfermlineIzatt Ave, Dunfermline
Wordpress for Beginners 07.4.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Izatt Ave, DunfermlineIzatt Ave, Dunfermline
Advertising with Social Media 08.4.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Izatt Ave, DunfermlineIzatt Ave, Dunfermline
Running your own business intro 08.4.2020 18.00 - 19.00 Business Gateway Falkland Gate G’rothesFalkland Gate G’rothes

Basic Social Media Marketing 14.4.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Saltire House, G’rothesSaltire House, G’rothes
Trading online 21.4.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Izatt Ave, DunfermlineIzatt Ave, Dunfermline

Running your own business intro 21.4.2020 14.00 - 15.00 Business Gateway Holiday Inn DunfermlineHoliday Inn Dunfermline
Start up business planning/finance 21.4.2020 18.00 - 21.00 Business Gateway Holiday Inn DunfermlineHoliday Inn Dunfermline
LinkedIn for Business 22.4.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Falkland Gate G’rothesFalkland Gate G’rothes
Bus. Expenses & Capital Allows 22.4.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Izatt Ave, DunfermlineIzatt Ave, Dunfermline
How to measure an idea masterclass 23.4.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Falkland Gate G’rothesFalkland Gate G’rothes
Newly Self Employed - Basics 27.4.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Saltire House, G’rothesSaltire House, G’rothes
Advanced Social Media Marketing 29.4.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Saltire House, G’rothesSaltire House, G’rothes
Twitter & Hootsuite (intermediate) 05.5.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Falkland Gate G’rothesFalkland Gate G’rothes
Social Media Strategy & Analytics 06.5.2020 09.30 - 12.30 Business Gateway Izatt Ave, DunfermlineIzatt Ave, Dunfermline

NB - All these courses are free to attend. Phone 01592 858333 to book a place 

                                              or to get more details.



Thorntons LLP are our legal 
advisors of choice and are 
available to consult on a range of 
mat ters bes ides l i cens ing , 
i n c l u d i n g e m p l o y m e n t , 
immigration, wills and powers of 
attorney. They offer special scale 
rates for FLTA members. A 
separa te l e afle t ha s been 
produced by Thorntons covering 
the full range of benefits they are 
offering to members.

Condies provide a helpline for 
tax and accounting matters. 
C o n d i e s a r e b a s e d i n 
Dunfermline and Edinburgh and 
provide a wide range of proactive 
business advice in addition to 
traditional accountancy services. 
They are long standing friends of 
Fife LTA.

Lindores Abbey Distillery 
i s t h e l a t e s t a dd i t i on to 
Scotland’s distilling estate and is 

built on the site of the historic 
Lindores Abbey, which also 
happens to be the location for 
the first written record of 
whisky production.

  Contacts

The Nip Editor : Jeff Ellis
           jeffellis1957@btinternet.com
             07543 101603

FLTA Acting Secretary: Jeff Ellis    

Membership: Colin Boyle
             colinaboyle@hotmail.co.uk
             07900 244223
                     Thomas Donaldson
            tomdonaldson@fifelta.org
             07832 159501
FLTA President: Brian Gordon
             tavernhouse.gordon@aol.co.uk
             01334 653305

Premier Purchasing Group

Ian & Lyn Ladd
info@ppg-uk.co.uk
01592 750106                  
-------------------------------------------------------------
Fife Business Gateway

Graeme Ferguson
Graeme.Ferguson@fife.gov.uk
07850 212195
-------------------------------------------------------------
Twist Training

Jo Worrall
jo@twist-training.com
07811 14038 
-------------------------------------------------------------
Jamie Faulds
fifelicencetraining@gmail.com
07748 590212
-------------------------------------------------------------
The Pub Is The Hub

Gordon Izatt
kinrossconsult@aol.com
07989 559583
-------------------------------------------------------------
Condies

Cliff Fleming
cliff.fleming@condie.co.uk
01383 721421
-------------------------------------------------------------
Thorntons

Gillian Buchanan
gbuchanan@thorntons-law.co.uk
01382 229111
-------------------------------------------------------------
UKi Direct

Mike Howard
mhoward@ukidirect.co.uk
01347 822922
-------------------------------------------------------------
UK Hospitality

Willie McLeod
wmcleod@ukhospitality.org.uk
07836 769110
-------------------------------------------------------------
Tay Cities Deal

Mo Saunders
morag.saunders@taycities.co.uk
01382 434007
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